ANTHONY   EDEN
Havoc (which cost more than £300,000 to build), it was
time to act quickly.
The history of the Nyon Conference is well known. It was
not without its humour.   The nervous susceptibilities of the
great totalitarian states with regard to Geneva were soothed
by choosing Nyon (a few miles away from the pestilential
Palace of the League), as the scene of the conference. Nyon
would have become a repetition of the Non-intervention
Conference but for the lucky accident that the coarse accusa-
tions of Russia so offended the delicacy of Italy and Germany
that they found it impossible to sit at the same table with
Bolshevik representatives.    And, strangely enough, in their
absence the scheme for preventing piracy in the Mediter-
ranean was drawn up and signed in four days.   It was signed
by nine countries, and it was immediately effective.   The
piracy disappeared, and all the submarines that for months
had been not only making war on neutral shipping but break-
ing the rules of war, vanished suddenly to the coast of
Bohemia, as though Prospero had exercised his might and
sent them back to Naples.   This is how collective security
can work.   It worked because there was an honest intention
that it should.
In these negotiations Eden had the able assistance of Sir
Robert Vansittart and of Admiral Chatfield.
Eden broadcast from Geneva after the conference an
account of the successful agreement and made some very
plain statements about the piratical affairs of that sea which
the Italians call Mare Nostrum. It was a question in effect
of a c masked highwayman who does not stop short of even
murder. A conference was necessary to mark clearly the
horror which must surely be felt by all civilized peoples at
the barbarous methods employed in these submarine attacks.
Moreover, the size of the Mediterranean and the consequent
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